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ONIKUMA L1 Gaming speaker (Black)

Onikuma L1 gaming speakers (black)
The Onikuma L1 gaming speakers combine excellent sound quality with outstanding performance to give you an unforgettable gaming
experience. With a total power of 10 watts, they can fill a space with sound, delivering dynamic and clear sound. With the latest version
of Bluetooth 5.3, they offer a stable and fast connection, and the colorful backlighting created a unique atmosphere at your workstation.
 
Get carried away by the gameplay
Feel as if  you are in the heart of the gameplay, where every sound is clear,  precise and full  of  excitement! Onikuma speakers deliver
great sound quality that takes you right into the middle of the action. With 5W x2 power, they deliver powerful sound that fills the space
around you, surrounding you with sounds from every direction.
 
Increase your immersion level
Discover new ways to personalize your gaming station! The Onikuma L1 speakers feature colorful RGB backlighting, which will help you
create an amazing mood during long gaming marathons. With a choice of different backlighting modes, you can customize the light to
suit your mood or gaming style.
 
Hassle-free operation
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The speaker is equipped with a large button that will allow you to conveniently control various functions. With it, you can choose from the
available lighting effects, switch between playback modes, and by rotating the button, change the volume level.
 
 
ManufacturerOnikumaModelL1ColorBlackBluetooth  version5.3RangeUp  to  15  metersOutput  power  (RMS)5W  x2Transducers2"
x2Frequency response60Hz-20kHzPower supplyUSB 5V/1ADimensions70 x 93 x 205 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 21.5004

Agora: € 20.50

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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